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1 Introduction

The production cross sections of. uranium isotopes formed in the 20>22Ne +
208Pb reactions were measured in our experiments several years ago [3,4].
In these experiments the new 223>224>225u isotopes were identified.: Later
in the 27A1 •+. 197Au complete fusion reaction, leading to the evaporation
residues (ER) with the neutron numbers close to the N=126 closed shell,
the new 218>219U isotopes have been produced [5]. A short description
of these experiments and main results were already given in the above
mentioned works. In the recent work [6] we summarized these results and
performed analysis of the production cross sections in the framework of •
the standard statistical model (SSM) approximations using the HIVAP
code [7, 8]. As the result of this analysis we have come to the conclusion
that the whole set of the data on the production cross sections at the
maxima of the excitation functions for the ER in the range from Bi to
U can be described in the framework of the SSM by reducing the fission
barriers (their liquid drop part and shell correction). The only fitted
parameter in these studies was the scaling factor at a fission barrier value.
This scaling factor proved to;be a universal constant for all considered
nuclei, excitation energies and nuclear reactions and it was about 0.7 [6].

Recently we have obtained the experimental data on the production
cross sections for. 246'247»Fm formed in the 20Ne.+ 2:i2Th and 22Ne + 232Th
reactions [9]. reaving the result.for these reactions leading to the same
nuclides we have extracted the (r,,/Pf) values averaged for the initial
two steps of the de-excitation cascade of the 2HFm* compound nucleus
[10]. From this, as well as in our preceding work [11], quantitative data
on the mean numbers of pre-saddle neutrons, vpre-sad, evaporated from

• the excited heavy actinide nuclei (Z > 98) were obtained. In order to
extract the (r,,/Pj) values from the cross sections data we applied the
semi-empirical method developed for this purpose [12], which deals with
the excitation functions for different (HI,xn)-reactions leading to the same
final ER. The similar, but different approaches based on the pair reaction
method have been used previously [13, 14] in the study of the dependence
of the {Pn / r / ) values on the excitation energy for actinide nuclei.

The aim of present work is to obtain new data on the (rn/Tt) values
for the neutron-deficient U nuclei with their following conversion to the
mean numbers of pre-saddle neutrons, vpre-sad- The latter values can



be compared with the mean numbers of pre-scission neutrons, Vpre-stis,
obtained for the same nuclei. This comparison is of interest from the
point of view of the dynamics of the fusion-fission process keeping in
mind the results obtained for the Ra compound nuclei [15] and heavy
actinides [10, 11], for which essentially different values of vpre-sad were
obtained. The results presented in this work are analyzed in detail in the
framework of the advanced statistical model (ASM) approximations [2].
With this model it is possible to trace the rn/Tt values at each step of
the de-excitation cascade and to reach the resulting vvre-sad values. The
model allows us to consider the influence of the nuclear viscosity and the
dynamical dependence of the shell correction to the fission barrier on the
calculated evaporation residue cross sections.

In the next section we present a short review of our experimental
methods used for measuring the absolute cross section values for the
production of heavy ER. In the third section we make a short description
of the ASM and its application to the experimental data on production
cross sections of the U and Fm isotopes in the (HI,xn) reactions. In
the fourth section we briefly describe our semi-empirical approach to the
extraction of (Tn/rt) and present the results of its application to the U
and Fm production excitation functions. We compare the experimental
values of ( r n / r ( ) with the calculated ones and discuss their dependencies
on excitation energy and viscosity in the framework of the ASM. Finally,
in the last section, we make some conclusions following from these studies.

2 Experimental methods

Experiments were carried out on the beam-line of the U400 cyclotron of
the FLNR, JINR. The average beam intensity of 20'22Ne ions was about
1.5 p/ixA. The beam intensity was monitored by the Faraday cup installed
behind a target between the first and second electrostatic deflectors of
the separator.

The 208Pb target enriched to 99% was used at the experiments for the
production of the U isotopes. The target had an (0.40 ± 0.05) mg/cm2

thickness and was manufactured by means of the evaporation of the ma-
terial onto a (1.6 ± 0.2) mg/cm2 aluminum backing in vacuum. In the
experiments with 27A1 beams we used the self-supporting (0.25 ± 0.05)
mg/cm2 197Au target. The 232Th target used in the experiments for the



production of Fm isotopes, with a thickness of (0.23- ± 0.03) mg/cm2,
was manufactured by means of the electrostatic deposition of the ma-
terial onto a (1.3 ± 0.1) mg/cm2 titanium backing. The targets were
mounted onto rotating target wheels, synchronized with the U-400 beam
pulsing. The repetition frequency of the cyclotron beam pulsing was 150
Hz and the duty factor was varied in a 25-30% range.

A bombarding ion energy variation with the steps of 3-6 MeV was
provided by means of aluminum and titanium degraders. In the case of
the 208Pb target the beam energies of 20Ne and 22Ne ranged from 101
to 120 MeV and from 94 to 153 MeV, respectively. For the 27Al+i97Au
reaction the incident energies of the projectile were chosen to be equal
to 149 MeV and 161 MeV, corresponding to the calculated maxima of
the 5n and 6n reaction evaporation channels. In the case of 23 Th target
irradiations, the 20Ne incident energies were 117, 121 and 126 MeV, while
they were 133, 142 and 147 MeV for the 22Ne incident energies. The beam
energy was monitored by measuring the energy of ions scattered at 30°
in the target material with a silicon detector.

The ER, emerging from the target, were separated in-flight from the
projectile beam and from the products of background nuclear reactions
by the electrostatic recoil separator VASSILISSA [1]. After passing two
large-area time-of-flight detectors [16] and a mylar degrader ER were
implanted into position sensitive silicon strip detectors, where their sub-
sequent fv-decays were registered. The detector array size was of 65x65
mm2 or 60x60 mm2. The preliminary calibration of the focal plane de-
tector was performed with the use of the calibration a-sources. The final
calibration was performed with the use of the a-ernitter products im-
planted into the detector as a result of the test reactions Ne+W and
transfer reactions arising on the Au, Pb and Th targets. The identifi-
cation of the implanted ER was performed by using the method of the
"recoil-a-cv" or "a -a" (in the case of the Fm ER identification) decay
time and position analysis of the stored events.

The transmission efficiency for the ER was carefully measured in every
run for the test reactions "a;W(2O-22Ne,xn). The transmission efficiency
for the uranium ER produced in 27A1 induced reactions was measured
by using the 27A1 + 175Lu test reaction. The measured efficiency val-
ues were compared with the results of calculations [17] and showed a
rather good agreement with the later ones (within ± 20%). Finally, the



measured efficiency obtained in the test reaction was corrected to the
calculated one for the test and investigated reactions as it is described
in detail in [1, 9]. The corrected values of the transmission efficiencies
were used further to obtain the absolute values of the production cross
sections of the ER. Apart from statistics, we estimate the uncertainties
in the absolute values of the measured evaporation residue production
cross sections as ±50% mainly due to the uncertainty in the transmission
efficiency, non-homogeneity of the target and uncertainties in the beam
dose measurements.

3 Advanced statistical model and its application

3.1 Main features of the model

Fo,r the analysis of the measured evaporation residue production cross
sections we used the advanced statistical model, which takes into ac-
count the time-dependent dynamical effects through the transient time
needed to establish a constant flow over the fission barrier. Previously
we studied the influence of the nuclear shape evolution and viscosity on
the individual ER excitation functions and observed an interdependence
among the parameters used to describe the dynamical effects. We assume
that at the relatively low incident energies (less than 10 MeV/nucleon)
the reaction proceeds mostly through the formation of the compound
nucleus and pre-equilibrium effects can be disregarded. Among quanti-
ties entering statistical theories we will distinguish between static and
dynamic parameters. With the former ones we mean those parameters
which directly or indirectly depend on the shape evolution of the rotating
nucleus. The shell corrections and collective effects fall into this category,
while such quantities like binding energies, fission barriers at zero spin
etc. form a static part of the model input. Usually, only static parame-
ters were considered in the analysis of the experimental data. This often
resulted in the parameters far away from the reasonable starting val-
ues, that might be due to the lack of the dynamical effects which may
force non-physical adjustment of the static ingredients. As the role of
the static parameters is rather well studied and intuitively predictable
we shall concentrate on the dynamical effects.

The statistical model used in the present study was described in detail



in [2, 18, 19, 20]. It accounts exactly for the angular momentum and
parity coupling, allows for the neutron, proton, and a-particle multiple
emission as well as for a fission channel and full 7-cascade in residue
nuclei. Particular attention is devoted to the determination of the level
densities. These are calculated in the non-adiabatic approach allowing for
the rotational and vibrational enhancements. These collective effects are
gradually removed above a certain energy. In the case of the rotational
enhancement this energy is related to the Coriolis force which couples
intrinsic and collective motions. Our level densities acquire a dynamic
aspect through the dependence of the Coriolis force and of the rotational
enhancement on the nuclear shape, which is, in turn, obtained from the
classical model of the rotating liquid drop. Intrinsic level densities are
calculated using the Ignatyuk approach [21], which takes into account
shell structure effects and pairing correlations. Use of the correct level
densities is of fundamental importance for the present analysis as they
determine the phase space available for each channel, a very essence that
governs any statistical decay. In the case of the ER production one should
also carefully consider the low energy level densities since this is the
energy interval in which most of the ER are formed. That is why we
use the BCS approach [22] in our calculations with the standard value
of pairing correction A = \1j\fA. The yrast lines are automatically
included in our calculations by the requirement that the total excitation
energy is to be higher than the rotational one, otherwise the level density
is set to zero.

As far as the fission barriers are concerned, we use the rotating droplet
model predictions (angular momentum dependent) as parameterized by
Sierk [23] and allow for angular momentum and temperature fade-out of
the shell corrections [19]. It is expressed by the formula for the actual
fission barrier used in our calculations:

Bf(J, T) = c B?(J) - f(T) g(J) SW, (1)

with
, _ f 1 • T < 1.65 MeV

J{ ' \ kexp{-mT) T > 1.65 MeV,
and



where By^J) is the parameterized macroscopic fission barrier [23] de-
pending on J angular momentum, SW — 8Wsad — 8Wgs ~ —SWgs is the
microscopic (shell) correction to the fission barrier taken from the tables
[24] and the constants for the macroscopic fission barrier scaling, temper-
ature and angular momentum dependencies of the microscopic correction
are chosen to be as follows: c = 1.0, k = 5.809, m = 1.066 MeV"1,
Jj/2 = 24h and A J = 3?i. These constants were obtained as the result
of analysis of large set of the data on the fissility of nuclei in the Lu-At
range obtained in the reactions induced by light (p, t and a) and heavy
(12C and 18O) projectiles [19]. This makes our shell corrections become
dynamical quantities too.

Dissipation effects, which delay fission, are treated according to [25,
26]. These include Kramers' stationary limit,[27] and an exponential fac-
tor applied to Kramers' fission width to account for the transient time,
after which the statistical regime is reached. The systematics obtained
by Bhattacharya et al. [28] gives the possibility of taking into account
the incident energy per nucleon e and compound nucleus mass Acn de-
pendencies of the viscosity coefficient (3 in the calculations making use of
the simple form:

• . p(f,Acn) = ac + bAcn. (2)

In the present ASM calculations the targct-j>rojectile fusion cross sec-
tion was determined according to the well-known simplified coupled chan-
nel model CCFUS [29].

3.2 Comparison of the experimental cross sections for ER with
the ASM calculations

In figure 1 the measured production cross sections for ER obtained in
the 208Pb(22Ne,xn), 208Pb(20Ne,xn) and 197Au(27Al,xn) reactions are com-
pared with the results of the ASM calculations. As one can sec the
calculations reproduce rather well the experimental data for the indi-
vidual excitation functions. Following the systematics [28], we used nu-
clear viscosity coefficients in the range of (5.2-4.4) xlO21 s"1 for the 230U*,
(5.1-4.6)xlO21 s~' for the 228U* and (5.2-4.6)xlO21 s"1 for the 224U* de-
excitation cascades in order to take into account the energy and mass
dependence of the f5 parameter.

In figure 2 the production cross sections of the 246Fm and 248'247#Fm '
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Figure 1: The excitation functions for the production of the U isotopes in the investigated
(HI,xn) reactions. The experimental results are shown by the symbols with error bars.
The ASM calculations are given by the solid lines. The results of fitting the model function
expressed by eq.(3) to the experimental points are shown by the dashed lines.

nuclides are presented for the 20Ne+232Th and 22Ne+232Th reactions. Ex-
citation functions are represented by the absolute values of cross sections
in the case of the 246Fm production (bo = 92%), i.e., for (20Ne,6n) and
(22Ne,8n) reactions. For the observed activity identified as referring to
248'247ffFm, the excitation curves are expressed via a relative (unknown)
branch of a-decay (ba = 50%) for 247sFm, assuming that the main con-
tribution to the observed a-activity arises from this nuclide. In the case
of 20Ne-f-232Th reactions this assumption is fulfilled entirely since the es-
timated position of the maximum of the excitation function for the 5n
evaporation channel in the absence of the fusion barrier is close to the
fusion barrier value given by the systematics [30] (it is shown by arrows



in the figure), whereas the same one for the 4n-channel leading to 248Fm
is deeply under the barrier. In the case of 22Ne+232Th the contribution
to the observed a-activity from 6n-channel (248Fm) could be compara-
ble to the same one from 7n-channel (247jFm) at the lowest energy of
22Ne whereas at the highest beam energy one could expect the negligible
contribution from 248Fm.
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Figure 2: The cross section values for the production of 2<f6Fm and 24Ts'248Fm obtained
in the reactions of 2Ol22Ne + 232Th. The experimental values are shown by symbols with
error bars, the calculated values for 246Fm — points connected with the straight solid
lines. The results of fitting the model function expressed by eq.(3) to the experimental
points are shown by the dashed lines.

In the calculations we use viscosity coefficients in the range of (5.9-
6.5) xlO21 s"1 at first step of de-excitation cascade of the 2S2Fm* com-
pound nucleus formed at the energies of 117-126 MeV of the 20Ne beam
and (6.2-7.0)xlO21 s~l for the 254Fm* compound nucleus formed at the
energies of 133-147 MeV of the 22Ne beam. Through the cascade we
changed (decreased) the viscosity coefficients in order to take into ac-
count the decrease of the mass and excitation energy of the intermediate
nuclei. In figure 2 the calculated excitation functions for the 246Fm pro-
duction in the (20Ne,6n) and (22Ne,8n) reactions are compared with the
experimental data points. As one can see, the agreement between exper-
imental results and calculations is rather good.

In figure 3 the calculations of the total evaporation residue production
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Figure 3: The sums of the cross section values for the production of the Fm ER obtained
in the reactions of 20'22Ne -f 232Th. The experimental values are shown by the filled
circles with error bars. The calculated values are given by the small circles connected
by the straight solid lines (the viscosity parameter /? according to the systematics of
Bhattacharya et al.), dotted lines (the constant values of /? as it is described in the text)
and dashed lines (the /? values according to the systematics but with the constant shell
corrections to the fission barriers).

cross sections using a constant nuclear viscosity (/3 = 6.5 x 1021 s"1 for
the reaction leading to the 252Fm* compound nucleus, and /3 = 7.0 X 1021

s"1 for the reaction leading to the 254Fm* compound nucleus) are shown
in comparison with the same calculations which use the /^-parameter de-
pending on the mass and excitation energy according to the systematics
[28]. In this figure the calculations using the (3 values from the system-
atics but with the constant shell corrections to the fission barrier are
also shown. As one can see the calculations are strongly sensitive to
the nuclear viscosity and dynamical dependence of the shell correction
damping.



4 The Tn/Tt values as the result of the experiments
and ASM calculations

4.1 The Tn/Vt values extracted from the experimental values
of the production cross sections for ER

According to the compound nucleus model, the evaporation residue pro-
duction cross section can be written as a sum over partial waves:

<E*) = U E<2/ + mE,J)w(E*, J) , (3)
K j

where k is the wave number, t(E, J) is the fusion probability at the center-
of-mass energy E and angular momentum J, w(E*, J) is the survival
probability, and E* is the excitation energy. In the conventional fusion
model t(E, I) is equal to the transmission coefficient through the fusion
barrier. In the approximation of the inverted parabola these coefficients
are given by the Hill-Wheeler expression. For the xn evaporation channel
«;(£"*,./) can be written as

X

xn(E*,J)=Pt(E*,J)l[rn/rt(E*,J)i, (4)

where px(E*, J) is the probability of evaporation of exactly x neutrons at
E* and J of the compound nucleus, and Tn/Tt(E*,J)i is the probability
of the neutron evaporation in competition with the other channels at the
/' step of the de-excitation cascade.

Within the present approach the dependence of the angular momen-
tum in equations (3) and (4) was excluded by replacing the variables
included in the sum by their average values

where (Jcr) is the mean effective value of the critical angular momentum
determining the production of the ER, and the average values of PX(E*),
(EB), {hco) and (Tn/Ti(E*))i correspond to this effective value of the
angular momentum. Equation (5) is some kind of generalization of the
approach proposed earlier [31] for the extraction of the r n / F t values and
analysis of the evaporation residue production cross sections for highly
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fissile nuclei. The approach implies that production of the ER is mostly
determined by the cut-off of higher angular momenta by a gaussian-like
factor. The width of this cut-off is smallest at the last evaporation step
and it is of about 10 h for the considered region of nuclei, as follows from
estimations [10, 31].

As well as in our previous work [11], we used the Poisson distribution
for Px, introduced earlier [32] to describe the form of an excitation func-
tions for the (HI,xn)-reactions. Equation (5) was employed as a model
function describing the energy dependence of the evaporation residue
cross section. This function has four fitted parameters: (ED) arid (TUJ)
— the fusion barrier (FB) parameters, e — which is included in the for-
mula for PX(E*) (it is the mean energy carried out by the evaporated
neutron) and Gxj — which can be treated as an amplitude of the model
function. It is expressed as

Gxj = (Ja.)
2f[(Tn/rl(E*))i. (6)

1=1

The Tn/Tt value can be estimated as a ratio of amplitudes Gxj and
Gyj of the model functions describing the energy dependencies for the
production cross sections of the same evaporation residue formed in the
(HI,xn) and (HI,yn) reactions (x < y)

where (Tn/Tt)z corresponds to the initial (z = y — x) steps of the de-
excitation cascade. In the derivation of equation (7) it is implied that
(Tn/Tt(E*))i is the same for both considered excitation functions. The
approximation (Jx}/{Jy) — 1 follows from the above-mentioned consider-
ations concerning the cut-off of angular momentum. It is assumed that
the extracted (Tn/rt)z values are related to the mean value of the excita-
tion energy (E*)z which is determined by the maxima of the considered
excitation functions. Previously [14], the calculated complete fusion cross
section integrated over all values of angular momentum J was used for
the extraction of the (Fn/F/) values with the formula similar to eq.(7).

In the present work for the extraction of the (Fn/Fz)z values, due
to a lack of data for the excitation functions' obtained for the U and
Fin nuclei, we used the systematics of the (HI,xn) reaction parameters

11



Table 1: The ( r n / r t )2 values averaged over two initial steps of the de-excitation cascade
of the 230U* and 254Fm* compound nuclei. The values were extracted from the cross
section values for ER formed in the reactions induced by 2O'22Ne on the 208Pb and 232Th
target nuclei

Observed ER

224TJ

223u

247,F m

246F m

Producing reactions

(22Ne,6n)/(20Ne,4n)
(22Ne,7n)/(20Ne,5n)

(22Ne,7n)/(20Ne,5n)
(22Ne,8n)/(20Ne,6n)

(E*)2 (MeV)

47.5
59.5

64.4
69.2

(Ah

229.5
229.5

253.5
253.5

<rn/r,>2

0.98 ± 0.21
0.90 ± 0.26

0.37 ±0 .11
0.37 ± 0.17

deduced earlier [12] to incorporate in analysis poor data on evaporation
residue production cross sections. The systematics for e (averaged values
over all considered reactions with the given number of the evaporated
neutrons) and FB parameters (mean values of the fusion barrier in term of
the Coulomb radius parameter re and mean values of the barrier curvature
hu> as linear functions of the Coulomb parameter) were obtained with the
application of equations (5) and (6) to the representative data on (HI,xn)
excitation functions leading to the Cm-No nuclei. In the fitting of the
model function to the measured excitation functions for the production
of the U and Fm nuclei shown in figure 1 and figure 2 we obtained a
good agreement of the fitted e and %u) parameters for the 208Pb(20Ne,4n)
and 208Pb(22Ne,4-5n) reaction with the corresponding values given by
systematics. From this we fixed the obtained value of hoj at the fitting
of the data for other Ne+Pb excitation functions. With this value and e
from systematics we also obtained a good fit for 208Pb(20Ne,5n) reaction
data. For 208Pb(22Ne,6n) and 208Pb(22Ne,7n) reactions we needed to use
e as a free parameter to obtain a good fit to the data. For the Ne+Th
reactions we also used the fixed values e and hcj given by systematics with
the exception of the 232Th(22Ne,6n) reaction data for which variations of
the e parameter was needed to obtain a good fit. The results of the

12



analysis are given in table 1.

4.2 Comparison of the experimental and calculated Tn/Tt val-
ues
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Figure 4: Comparison of the extracted experimental values of ( r n / r ( ) from Table 1
(symbols with error bars) with the results of the ASM calculations for the first step
of the de-excitation of 230(J* (small circles connected by the solid line), 254Fm* (small
triangles connected by the dashed line), 252Fm* (small squares connected by the dashed
line) and for the third step of the de-excitation of 254Fm* (small diamonds connected by
the dotted line).

In figure 4 the extracted values of (rn/r()2 (obtained by averaging over
angular momenta which give the main contribution to the final ER pro-
duction: J ~ 0-20 K) from table 1 are compared with the calculated val-
ues of VnfYi at the initial steps of the de-excitation cascade of the 230TJ*
and 252>254Fm* compound nuclei. Calculations for the first step of de-
excitation were performed for the investigated regions of the compound
nucleus excitation energies, by averaging over all the spin distribution
of the compound nucleus. The values at the second step are calculated
by averaging over all angular momentum spectrum of the intermediate
excited nucleus, after one neutron emission from the compound: nucleus,
and likewise for the successive steps. For the 254Fm* compound nucleus
the calculated Tn/Tt values corresponding to the third step of the de-
excitation cascade are shown and can be compared with the calculated

13



r n /F( values at the first step of the de-excitation cascade of the 252Fm*
compound nucleus. Overall agreement between the calculated values and
the experimental ones is rather good. Really, if we consider that for highly
fissile nuclei the component of higher spins contributes more strongly to
the fission, the Tn/Tt calculation averaging over all angular momenta is
lower than when we consider the average momenta that give the main
contributions to the final ER production. This is because in this angular
momentum range the fission competition is low, and Tn/Tt is relatively
higher than if we consider all angular momentum spectrum. The differ-
ence between the two calculations tends to become small when we con-
sider the successive steps of the de-excitation cascade, because for higher
fissile nuclei the spin distribution of the intermediate excited nuclei, af-
ter two, three or four neutron emission from the compound nucleus, is
considerably lower and tends to becomes closer to the spin window that
gives the main contribution to the final ER production.

Some numerical values of rn /F( for the considered reactions, excita-
tion energies of the compound nuclei and steps of their de-excitation,
which were obtained as the result of calculations are presented in table 2.
Close values of Fn/F( at the first step of the 252Fm* and at the third
step of the 254Fm* compound nuclei de-excitation quantitatively support
our approach to the extraction of the (Tn/Tt) values from the cross sec-
tions of the ER formed in pair reactions. Moreover, if we consider that
different nuclei (for example 230U and 252.254FIn) have a different shell cor-
rection, the dynamics play a different role on the effective fission barrier,
and analogously so does the viscosity parameter on the fission competi-
tion. Therefore, the previous analysis of the different' influences is more
complex.

Finally, the comparison of the results for the 254Fm* compound nucleus
obtained for the 22Ne + 232Th reaction at the excitation energy 76 MeV
with the similar ones for 230U* obtained in the 22Ne 4- 208Pb reaction at
the excitation energy 67 MeV gives us: rn / r(=0.66 {Tj/Tt — 0.33 with
P ~5) for 230U* and Fn/F,=0.50 (Tf/Tt = 0.50 with /3 ~7) for 254Fm*.
This result is related to the fact that the effective fission barrier, {Bf), for
230U* is about 2 MeV while (Bf) is about 0.7 MeV for 254Fm* at the close
values of the excitation energy of these compound nuclei. In accordance
with the difference between the fission barrier values for these nuclei, the
Tf/Tt value for 254Fm* should be about twice as high than the same value

14



Table 2: The calculated (rn/P t)j values at the first (i = 1) and third (i — 3) steps of
the de-excitation cascade for the considered compound nuclei, reactions and excitation
energies

Reaction

27Al+197Au

20N e +208pb

20N e +232T h

22 N e + 232 T h

Compound nucleus

224U*

228TJ*

252Fm*

254pm*

E*CN (MeV)

56.5
67.5
34.4
51.0
59.3
63.0
67.6
68.0
76.2
80.8

(r-/r,)i

0.60
0.52
0.86
0.48
0.22
0.26
0.30
0.45

0.52

(rn/r()3

0.15
0.21
0.25

for 230U*, but the higher value of the used viscosity parameter for 254Fm*
((3=7), relatively to the same value for 230U+ (/3=5), leads to Vf/Tt=Q.50
for 254Fm*, i.e., the higher viscosity slightly reduces the probability of
fission for the heavier nuclei.

A good agreement of the experimental values of (Tn/Tt) with the cal-
culated ones r , j / r ( allowed us to estimate the mean numbers of the pre-
saddle neutrons and to compare them with the mean numbers of pre-
scission neutrons for the considered nuclei. In the case of the 208Pb +
22Ne reaction at the beam energies of 101-153 MeV, the vpre-scis values
given by systematics [33] obtained from the data of neutron measure-
ments give the values in the range 1.5-3.5. Our estimation of ppre-sad
leads to the values of 1.2-1.3. From this we come to the values of 0.2-2.3
for the Ugad-scis contribution. With these results we estimate the value of
Tgs-sad as (1.3~2.5) x 10~21 s and the value of Tsa^scis as (1.3-8.4) xlO"21 s
within the total fission time scale value of r/;s = (3.8-9.7) xlO~21 s which
is comparable with the experimental value (3.5±1.5)xlO~21 s [34]. These
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estimations of vpre-sad and rpre_Sarf for the U nuclei are between those
obtained for the Ra nuclei [15] and heavy actinides [10, 11] reflecting the
increase of path from the saddle to scission point for heavier fissioning
nuclei.

5 Conclusion

The obtained data on the production cross sections of the neutron-
deficient isotopes of U and 246>247ffFm formed in the complete fusion re-
actions induced by 20>22Ne ions were analyzed in the framework of the
advanced statistical model approximations. A good agreement in the
application of this model was achieved for the description of the mea-
sured excitation functions for the observed ER, corresponding to the
different numbers of the evaporated neutrons from the 230>228.224u* and
254,252pm* c o mpound nuclei. These agreement was achieved using the
CCFUS approximations to the estimation of the complete fusion cross
section, the energy dependent level density parameters ratio, the finite-
range macroscopic fission barriers depending on angular momentum with
the shell correction, the angular momentum and temperature dependent
shell correction and the dissipation treated in the time-independent ap-
proach through the viscosity parameter taken from systematics.

The obtained values of (Tn/Tt) for the initial steps of de-excitation
cascades for the 230U* and 254Fm* compound nuclei extracted from the
experimental cross section values for the reactions leading to the same
evaporation residue are also in good agreement with the results of the
calculations. As the result of the agreement one can trace the decrease of
the viscosity parameter through the cascade of the de-excitation of the
heavy nuclei and obtain the effective value of the fission barrier deter-
mining the calculated value of Tn/Tt. In particular, the (Tn/Tt) value
for the 254Fm* compound nucleus excited to about 70 MeV gives us an
indication about the rather high survival probabilities of the very heavy
excited nuclei at least at the initial steps of the de-excitation despite a
very low value of macroscopic fission barrier.
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Caraftaaic P.H. H ap. E7-97-275
KoHKypeHmw Me>Kay aenemieM H HcnapeHHeM B BcwôyxaeHHbix aapax ypaHa H (pepMHa

flra peaKUHH 2 0Ne + 2 0 8Pb H 2 2Ne + 2 0 8Pb B Kananax aeBO36yacaeHHa KOMnayHa-saep 2 2 8U* H 2 3 0U*

c HcnapeHHeM 4,5 H 4 -7 HeihpoHOB cooTBeTCTBeHHO 6BUIH H3Mepem>i nonepeiHbie ceneHiM o6pa3OBaHHa

H cpyHKUHH BO36y>naeHHH HeftTpoHHO-Äe(pHUHTHbix H3OTonoB 223~2 U. B Hacroameä paöoTe aononHH-

paccMaTpHBaeica fleBO36yameHHe c HcnapemieM 5,6 HeÖTpoHOB KOMnayw-aflpa 4U*, o6pa3o-

BbiBaBiueroca B peaKUHH 27A1 + 9 7Au. TaioKe B peaKUHsx Ne + Th H Ne + nTh c HcnapeHHeM

(5,6)n H (7,8)n H3 KOMnayHfl-aaep ^ F m * H Fm* cooTBeTCTBeHHO 6WJIH H3MepeHbi ceneHHa o6pa3O-

BaHHa H30TonoB 247*' 2 4 6Fm.

Sapa OTflawH, BbineTaiomne H3 MHUICHH, OTfleJiajiHCb OT ny^Ka H npoayKTOB (pOHOBbix peaKUHH
ajieKTpocTaTHiecKHM cenapaTopoM BACHJ1HCA [1]. KoMnayna-anpa U H Fm HCCneflOBajiHCb B aHana-
3OHe SHepnjH BO36yxaeHHa OT 40 ao 80 MaB. Jlfla aHMH3a (HI, xn) HcnapHraibHbix nonepeiHbix ceneHHÖ
HcnoJib3OBanHCb pacneTbi no ycoBepuieHCTBOBaHHOH cxaxHCTHHecKOft MOÄOIH [2]. flna 3THX flejiauinxca
aflep paccMaTpHBajiHCb 3aBHCHMOCTb oöojio^eMHbix nonpaBOK K öapbepy ncneHH» OT yniOBoro MOMem-a
H 3(}xpeKTbI aflepHOH B»3KOCTH H KHHaMHMeCKOH fleCpOpMaUHH. H3 H3MepeHHbIX (pyHKUHH BO36y»meHHa

H3BneKanHCb 3HaieHHa ( ^n/Tt) ÄJIH HawanbHbix maroB KacKaaa neBO36y>imeHHs KOMnayHa-aaep U

H Fm. OocyxyiaeTca 3HaneHHe nojiyneHHbix pe3yjibTaTOB ana noHHMaHHa flHHaMHKH npouecca acneHHa.

PaöoTa BtinOMHeHa B JlaöopaTopHH aaepHbix peaKUHH HM.r.H.CtaepoBa OH3H.

ripenpHHT O6beanHeHHoro HHCTHTyra aaepHbix HCCJieaoBaHHH. flyÖHa, 1997

Sagaidak R.N. et al. E7-91'-275
Fission-Evaporation Competition in Excited Uranium and Fermium Nuclei

The production cross sections and excitation functions for the 223~226u neutron deficient isotopes
have been measured in the 20Ne + 208Pb and 22Ne + 208Pb reactions for (4,5)n and (4-7)n evaporation
channels of the de-excitation of the compound nuclei U and U , respectively. The present study
considers in addition the de-excitation via the (5,6)« evaporation channels of the 224U* compound nucleus
formed in the 27A1 + l97Au reaction. The production cross sections of247*' ^ 'Fm formed after evaporation
of(5,6)n and (7,8)n from the 252Fm* and 254Fm* compound nuclei produced in the 20Ne + 232Th
and Ne+ TTi reactions were also measured respectively. The evaporation residues emerging
from the target were separated in-flight from the projectiles and background resction products
by the electrostatic recoil separator VASSILISSA [1]. The investigation regards the U and Fm compound
nuclei in the 40-80 MeV excitation energy range. For the analysis of the {HI, xn) evaporation cross
sections the advanced statistical model [2] calculations were used. The angular momentum dependence
of the shell correction to the fission barrier, and the effects of the nuclear viscosity and dynamical
deformation for these fissile excited nuclei are considered. The ( r n / P ( ) values at the initial steps

of the de-excitation cascade for the U and Fm compound nuclei were derived from the measured excitation
functions and discussed from the point of view of the consequences for the fission process dynamics.

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR.
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